
The Importance of Computers in Our Daily Lives 

 

In the current world, it’s almost impossible to imagine that someone can 

live without computers. They have become an electronic device of almost 

every day use for individuals of every age, and essential in almost all the 

business dealings that are made nowadays. 

The most that any industry has gained from the discovery of the computer 

is the business industry because of its nature. 

In recent years they have gained significance as they have improved the 

efficiency and productivity of work done. Large amounts of information in 

industrial and business sectors as well as in the personal lives are stored on 

servers. 

Uses of computer 

Computing can help businesses by making their staff efficient and 

productive and also save their valuable time in any business or office.  

In schools they will help the learners to comprehend the basic concepts 

better with the help of video or audio examples. 

In higher learning institutions they will help the professors and researchers 

to do their work very fast and in an efficient and better way and also help 

them to share the same knowledge with their other members of staff.  

They also become a vital gadget in several sectors; railways, banking, 

electricity, telephone departments, shopping carts etc are just but a few of 

them. 

Also they are used in the medical industry to help doctors in diagnosing the 

diseases quickly and efficiently. 

All the administrative systems, whether private or public are now using 

these systems and this practice can be evident in every part of the world. 

Computing advancements in business 

Computers have also helped the media and the entertainment industries. Be 

it a multi-million dollars movie or a two minutes commercial, they have 

changed the usual concept of providing entertainment to the public. 



With the electronics business growing so fast, the industry has also brought 

about lots of inventions. Tablets, palmtops, and laptops have replaced the 

desktops. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When we use a computer for any working then, Computer will help us solve many 

problems. Basically, it is the important part in our daily life. Without Computer 

knowledge we can’t any works. So, Computer is an effective and important device 

in our whole life. There are many advantages of using Computer.  Now, let’s go to 

start the advantage of Computer. 

Advantages of using Computer 

  1. Data store capability: A computer can store huge data. A multinational 

companies all data that before using note book but, now computer are storing all 

data. It can also give you a better understand of small and big data. Examples, a 

business sector could have a database of more items they’ve sold. After, using that 

data, they can quickly find what items retail best at what time of year, when to 

mark up or down an item. Small space of computer memory can store a lot of data 

that’s help us to reduce our valuable time. 
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  2. Store huge information and reduce waste: It can store vast of huge 

information. Like an EBook that can store hundreds of information and if given 

huge storage could store millions of books and information. Basically, there are 

some difference between Data and information but, here it can store all things 

with low space. By using you can able to store books, any date and documents, 

movies, pictures, peoples bio data, and songs digitally, you can find what you want 

or need with a just search then get result and share information between other 

devices. So, Computer are giving good facilities and aren’t waste our time. 

  3. Connects on internet to get all things: The world of any information, data, 

any problem, to know any celebrities, news, get games, software and other thing 

just you have to know search internet a Computer. Connecting a computer to 

internet is what unlocks the power of the Desktop. Just connected to a computer 

your choices and available options are almost limitless, and more benefits listed on 

this page are a PC that is linked to the Internet. 

Education has produced a great contract since the introduction of computers to the 

students. For a student a Computer can give a lot of facilities that’s amazing. But, 

it has both advantages and disadvantages.  Ok now some important advantages of 

Computer for Students are given below with next points. 

   4. Recharge Project: Students can access with computers a lot of information 

concerning their projects research at present. In online there are more sites 

providing just free access to resources to students. For learning and studying news 

like Khan’s Academy, Codecademy, Byte-Notes, Wikipedia, Study.com and more. 

  5. Save time: Students had to go large volumes of recherché and books journals 

to access the information if they needed. Presently, any students get their desirable 

information just a click on internet by a Computer. Students get enough time by 

saving time to do and understand their other work. 

   6. Creative Activity: Some students are achieving a part of creative activity by 

using computer. We know that by the Computer we can learn any part of Program. 

Some students learning Programming Language that’s huge demands in the world, 

some are achieving Graphics design knowledge, or some E-commerce marketing, 

or Apps Develop work etc. 
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   7. Problem solve by using Internet: if any class of part don’t get any books 

then we search internet for solving the problem. For that now Computer skill is an 

important part of every student. Internet is very helpful to give any information in 

the whole world. Any kind of problems we can solve just use of Internet by the 

Computer or desktop. 

   8. As a Machine Language: It is a machine Language. We are using a computer 

as a machine language. Secured more information, students and scientists are 

analyzing and they are discovering more things about using Computer. 

   9. Data Security: Data Security is an important part of both officially and study 

work. Basically, protecting digital data is known as data security. A PC provides 

security from destroying forces and also from unwanted action. 

   10. Multitasking of using Computer: Students and official business sector we 

use Computer in more works. Huge amount of data are storing a computer, 

Companies 90% work complete by the Computer. 

Disadvantages of Computer 

Though a computer has more advantages but, there are some disadvantages of 

Computer. For using computer those types of problem or disadvantages these are 

given below. 

1. Willingly get access to prohibited sites 

Students suddenly or willingly get access to bad sites, for examples: they open 

pornographic sites by using internet; these sites poison their minds and may lead to 

morally decayed students. With these sites, they start to see each other as sexual 

things. 

2. Waste time for using social site 

Students waste their valuable time by using Facebook, twitter, LinkedIn or other 

social sites. That’s a big problem for all human beings. 
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3. Hacking and Virus attacks 

Virus is a worm and hacking is an illegal access over computer for some forbidden 

purpose. Virus is being transferred from email attachment, viewing an infected 

website advertisement, through removable device like USB etc. once virus is 

transferred in host computer it can infect file, overwrite the file etc. 

4. Cyber Crimes 

When online or internet sector does a crime that’s called Cyber Crimes. Online 

cyber-crime means network and computer may have used in order to commit 

offense. Cyber stalking are the points which come under online crimes. An 

example: one may get the access of the access to shopping account of your 

business or profile like Alibaba account now that person will be able to know your 

all personal details like debit card or credit card number. 

Anyway, a computer can give you a beautiful thing or can take bad things it’s 

depend on yourself. Before using Computer or Desktop, you must define the 

purpose of using them. You have to avoid energy so that don’t waste your time for 

unexpected video or other things. 
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